Introduction
============

Communication models could be one of the main resources to forecast scenarios and to have action plans ready for better interventions and effective policies based on realistic human behavior ([@B11]; [@B45]; [@B10]). As a matter of fact, information exchange between the various emergency operators plays a fundamental role, and it assumes further importance when international humanitarian relieves are needed ([@B35]; [@B14]).

The classic Shannon and Weaver communication model includes a transmitter, a receiver, and feedback. More in general this a transmission model consisting of five elements: an information source, which produces a message; a transmitter, which encodes the message into signals; a channel, to which signals are adapted for transmission; a receiver, which decodes (reconstructs) the message from the signal; a destination, where the message arrives. In later formulations, more sophisticated elements and analyses were taken into account, consisting predominantly of mutual information processes ([@B37]; [@B51]). More recently, networked models of communication are attempting to provide further analyses to the theoretical modeling and application. Problems with empirical models mainly arise from the fact that, even if related to communication processes during the events, they are measured *a priori* or *a posteriori*, but never during the actual events. Some recent studies used social media crawlers, in particular Twitter data, to understand how communication works during disasters ([@B27]; [@B29]; [@B42]; [@B53]). However, the psychological elements affecting individual behavior during a disaster have yet to be studied comprehensively. Moreover, a link between individual and social levels is still missing, and, in our opinion, a better understanding of this link is needed.

In the following paragraphs, we aim at proposing an innovative class of methods to help experts in the study of communication processes, forecasting, and intervention during a disaster. Contrary to the collective imagination, people rarely panic in the aftermath of a disaster: Rather than acting as individuals, the crowd behavior is influenced by the pre-existing social bonds and norms, leading to the development of a sense of "we-ness" linked to the perception of a shared fate ([@B28]; [@B1]; [@B44]; [@B12]; [@B18]). The exposure to natural disasters may instead lead to the development of physical and emotional trauma, such as depression, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), anxiety disorders or psychological stress ([@B54]; [@B41]). According to our intent, we will specifically focus on psychological stress as a possible consequence of the occurrence of natural disasters.

Complex System And The Analyses Of Stress As Emergent Phenomena
===============================================================

As stated by [@B32], the main problem with the definition of stress is that stress is a complex and multidimensional concept. As a matter of fact, all the existing definitions focus only on some components: The input, namely, the stressor; the processing system, including the individual experience and interpretation of the stressor, and the output ([@B33]).

Stressors are events that are perceived as threats for the psychological and physiological integrity of a person, resulting in physiological, behavioral and/or cognitive responses which aim to reinstate the ideal homeostatic balance ([@B36]). According to [@B13] psychological stress occurs when an individual perceives that the environmental demands exceed her or his adaptive ability to deal with them. Effective coping strategies are essential in order to rapidly and efficiently respond to such events. If the responses to the stressors are inadequate, the biological costs may become too high ([@B15]) and negative emotional responses, such as feelings of anxiety, may be elicited ([@B13]).

An important phenomenon to be evaluated, while considering stress and natural disasters, is stress contagion, which can be studied in the literature that deals with emotions and their transmission: Human emotions are indeed significantly affected by social contacts ([@B25]) and this contagion has been explained in terms of social sensitivity ([@B23]). For instance, the interaction with a subject experiencing acute stress can consequently cause some physiological changes in the observer ([@B4]; [@B3]).

In the field of disaster communication, social network analysis are often used to understand the dynamics of such communication and they are based on the analyses of data or big data ([@B26]; [@B30]). Differently, another way to extensively investigate stress contagion is to use the same concept of networks with social simulation ([@B24]). The use of agent-based models makes it possible to give "intelligence" to the network nodes, allowing the emergence of big properties based on simple rules ([@B50]). The surprising, yet confirmed, hypotheses that result, might advance our understanding of the relationship between human behavior and social emergence.

During a natural disaster, communications among the responders and among the population affect people's behaviors (actions), emotions (internal aspects), the community at large (social aspects), the environment (physical constraints), and the generally accepted and used set of rules (properties within which people move and act in their physical and cognitive domains). Several models of human behavior and of communications during a disaster have been developed, but, of course, no models based completely on data from the field are available. The possible solution would be to replicate a disaster situation in a laboratory, where it would be possible to record behavioral, emotional, physiological, verbal, and other data during a specific situation. Importantly, clinicians face the same problem when dealing with PTSD patients ([@B19]).

Consistently with these observations, virtual reality (VR) may constitute a valid tool to bridge this gap, as it has already been used in several applications and it has been validated in clinical and other settings ([@B2]; [@B48]). Numerous studies have demonstrated that VR has effects on the psychophysiological system. For instance, physiological responses were found in computer-generated stress tasks ([@B31]) as well as in exposure treatment programs for acrophobia (fear of heights) and PTSD ([@B17]; [@B16]; [@B20]; [@B38]; [@B39]). VR has a success rate equal to that of *in vivo* exposure, and it has been also demonstrated that, during VR exposure, the somatic correlates (heart rate, respiratory rate) of an anxiety response (or panic-like response) are elicited. Three well-known meta-analyses ([@B43]; [@B46]; [@B40]) also demonstrated the efficacy of VR in the treatment of stress-related disorders, specifically PTSD.

In virtual reality exposure (VRE), users are immersed within a computer-generated simulation or in virtual environments (VE) that updates in a natural way based on the motions of the user's head and/or body. When users are immersed in a VE, they can be systematically exposed to specific, feared stimuli within a contextually relevant setting ([@B49]). VRE fits well with the emotional processing model, which posits that the fear of networking must be activated through confrontation with threatening stimuli and that new, incompatible, disconfirming information must be added into the emotional network ([@B55]).

Recently, however, [@B5] suggested that VR could be more than a tool to provide exposure and desensitization: VR could be further used to create a model of behavior dynamics, allowing to take into account the spread of behaviors in specific situations.

There have been very few efforts to address the problem of how social and physical interactions contribute to the engagement of relations between the world and oneself. Previous studies have undertaken behavior and emotive emergence by coupling human-centered perception with interacting human physiological and behavioral signals ([@B5]). The first issue to consider when investigating embodied interaction between humans and systems is the social and physical interface with the human sensory system, considering both innovative devices and communications paradigms. Wearable biomedical sensors and systems consisting of unobtrusive electronic sensing and/or textile-based interfaces is a novel artificial embodiment concept in which both vital and/or behavioral signs and relevant information from the environment can be determined ([@B34]; [@B7]).

In the last few decades, the costs associated with a VR system and creating VE have decreased significantly. Currently, there are several software options that can be used if one only has moderate computational skills. Moreover, VR software can be integrated with biosensors for psychophysiological recording, motion detection systems for recording behavioral movements, and other devices for speech, eye movements, body detection and gesture recognition, affective states, and many others ([@B47]; [@B8], [@B9]).

With VR, we can replicate a disaster situation in a laboratory setting while recording internal and behavioral states in the participants. The understanding of participants in disaster situations could provide the necessary information for a computational model that considers all of the elements that might affect communications in that specific situation. In particular, since disasters represent traumatic situations for those who are experiencing them, the possible collection of emotional data to be included in a model is a crucial aspect that should be considered.

Understanding From The Bottom-Up: Emulation And Simulation
==========================================================

Since VR can be used to understand the basic rules of behavior during an emulated disaster, we can build a model that can integrate artificial agents, process the interactions among them, and indicate the different ways of interaction that affect the system's equilibrium ([@B5]; [@B6]). However, herein, simulations study the communication dynamics during disasters rather than giving indications of how to behave during the event. VR would make it possible including several parameters and collecting the main aspects of a behavior during a disaster in a computational model of communication. A computational, communication agent-based model is composed of an artificial environment, agents, and rules that represent the real situation to be simulated ([@B22]; [@B52]; [@B21]). This is not realistic for a simulation model, but it is parameterized to be responsive with respect to crucial parameters, such as emotional variations, crowding behavior, and other parameters that can be considered ([@B52]). The use of VR allows the *a priori* setting of different kinds of parameters on the basis of experiments performed on several participants. Practically, the researcher emulates a specific situation several times, such as a fire, and sets the computational model on the basis of the emotional and behavioral parameters observed in the participants. To set these parameters, it is important to refer to specific literature references. For example, we know that people experiencing stress tend to diffuse the stress, so we will determine when each event stresses most of the participants much more than usual, and we will rank all of the events on the basis of the stress levels in the participants. By conducting this simple ranking, we can determine which events during the disaster are more prone to disseminate stress communication, and we can use this information *a priori* to manage the communication in a better way. An example has been the recent diffusion of stress communication and behavior among a huge group of fans watching the Champions League final match of Juventus in a square of Turin, in the north of Italy. During the second half of the competition, the crowd was suddenly interrupted by a loud noise, whose reason has not been clearly identified, probably a huge firecracker. Listening to this sort of bang, people started running and screaming thinking to a terrorist attack. According to the authorities, the crowd was taken by panic, fearing that the loud noise was caused by attackers. The situation brought to diffuse stress, and inopportune behaviors caused different accidents in the area: More than 1,500 were injured and reported cuts and light contusions, needing hospital treatments. The detailed news can be read in international newspapers, such as "The Guardian"^[1](#fn01){ref-type="fn"}^ and "The Telegraph"^[2](#fn02){ref-type="fn"}^, under the title "More than 1,500 Juventus fans injured in stampede in Turin."

A more sophisticated approach that includes several parameters in the computational model is to run simulations with multiple participants and to integrate real data from simulated evacuations with the simulated data, in a way that allows the computational model to fix also the unknown variables that arise only in the real settings. The availability of the VR platform for multi-user cooperation allows the concurring emulation of a complex scenario that provides an empowered way to collect data for the specific situation being studied. In addition, the use of sensors, such as electrocardiographic or galvanic skin response sensors, during the VR emulation can further improve the quality of the data collected for the model parameterization. In particular, biosensors can provide precise and important information related to emotional cues during the events, and this information could be important in forecasting panic, which is a principal component of a computational model.

Systemic Emergence: A Simulation Example With System Dynamics Modeling
======================================================================

System dynamics simulation is useful in developing a deeper understanding of the non-linear behavior of complex systems, such as the stress dynamics during disasters. The model acts over simulated time by means of internal feedback loops and time delays that are mediated by the adoption of the classic "stocks" and "flows" used in system dynamics models. **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}** shows an example of a simulation, and the model that contains the VR-exposed people and non-stressed people exposed to a stressor is highlighted on the left side of the figure. Also, we defined an *incidence of exposure* based on arbitrary initial conditions as (Rate of Change × Stressed people × VR-exposed/1000) and *changes in stress* as (0.1+Effect of Stress × VR-affected). These parameters also can be changed by means of specific experiments in VE.

![An artificial simulation with system dynamics models. The figure represents an example of modeling simulation by using different kind of parameter from a virtual environment to a computational model. VR exposure produce an effect only in the experimental group confirming that to expose people to VR stressors has an effect only when a combination of personal stress and virtual exposure is combined.](fpsyg-08-01401-g001){#F1}

The simulation results on the right side of the figure show that both exposure and stress must be considered together to comply with the huge complexity in this non-linear system. These models provide a straightforward way to address the practical problem of defining system dynamics in complex systems. Their use with stressful disasters would be very difficult without the identification of real parameters from the field. VR can provide an effective way to estimate several behavioral parameters in stressful situations, representing therefore an interesting perspective and a future challenge to be tested and considered in the field.

Conclusion
==========

By using VR, we provided the concept of building a computational model of stress based on agent-based, artificial simulation and realistic information collected through emulated simulation. A model always represents a small part of reality and it is, by definition, subject to errors and recurrent adjustments. However, we provided a simple and effective way to overcome some limitations intrinsic in the modeling. In fact, VR constitutes a valid alternative to emulate simulation in a safe and controlled way within a laboratory setting. In addition, VR allows the use of integrated sensors for the collection of physiological and behavioral parameters, improving the integration of data into the computational model. Even if there are some limitations of the computational modeling, we believe that the concept of having a practical instrument to prepare stressful scenarios for several kinds of events may be very useful. In particular, this approach could have an important role in integrating current empirical models based on real data collected *a posteriori* in the hope of preventing future errors and of improving the intervention with a computational tool.
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